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These popular cruising companions offer charts, tips and data that will enhance the enjoyment and

safety of any voyage. The guides feature informative and charming hand-drawn shoreline plans of

selected marinas and small boat anchorages, ranging from safe all-weather havens to secluded

picnic spots and marine parks. Intended to complement official hydrographic charts, the

Dreamspeaker Cruising Guides accurately pinpoint both popular and little-known highlights in BC

and Pacific Northwest coastal waters that every sailor, power-boater or kayaker should

know.Written in the personal style of a boater's logbook, the accompanying text provides vital

information about featured locations, plus notes on recreational activities for adults and children.

Here you will find the best spots to anchor your boat, share a romantic sunset, enjoy a fine meal,

pick blackberries in season--even locate a welcome hot shower or cappuccino!Aerial photographs

illustrate safe approaches to the destinations, while full-colour scenic photographs showcase the

splendour of the Pacific Northwest Coast. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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For Voyage of the Dreamspeaker"There's a jolly practicality to the text that makes this handsome

book a good gift for a sailor, if not an armchair traveller."-The Globe and Mail"Nothing if not

hip-nautical... This is a book no West Coast sailor worth his salt - or even a land-lubber who wants

to explore the area - should be without."-The Province "Anne is no only a crack sailor, she



accentuate the positive in every encounter, whether with natural beauty, natural folks, or natural

disaster."-Norwesting Magazine For The Broughtons"These sailors cum authors don't just ply the

water where they travel, they connect with the people and the communities. That intimacy is

reflected in this popular series of cruising guides...essential for local and visiting boaters."-Teresa

Bird, North Island Gazette"The completeness of The Broughtons is truly exhaustive...A valuable

addition to the library of any serious cruiser"-Robert Buller, Pacific Yachting"Deeply immersed in the

culture of boating, The Broughtons is an indispensable guide for any boater who wishes to visit this

beautiful corner of our BC Coast... Highly recommended"-Catherine Dook, Boat Journal (Praise for

the Dreamspeaker Cruising Guides ) --Catherine Dook --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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beautiful corner of our BC Coast... Highly recommended"-Catherine Dook, Boat Journal (Praise for

the Dreamspeaker Cruising Guides) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

I know this Cruising Guide has gotten rave reviews, but I found it a bit lacking in navigational

information. I will use it as part of my trip planning but require much more information from other

sources.

Beautifully written, great pictures. The narrative is very informative. Can't wait to order all the other

books in the series!



My husband and I used this book to navigate the various anchorages around Desolation Sound and

Discovery Islands this last summer. The decriptions, drawings, and photos of each area only cover

a page to two pages but are very complete. The drawings illustrate the various areas one can

anchor -- which was really helpful. We travel with a dog so we always looked for spots that gave us

easy access to the shore for doggy visits. I would recommend this book to any traveler to this area!

Great book, a must if you are going to desk for the first time

Good information on anchorages and detailing rocks and shoals. I would recommend it to any

boater.

We used this book for our charter boat experience while cruising Desolation Sound. The book

offered valuable information for finding various anchoring and mooring locations. It was presented in

a easy to read format.

I teach sailing and cruising skills, and the arrival of this terrific cruising guide is welcome. Beautiful

photos and great graphic diagrams of harbors and every possible anchorage.Should be on every

charter boat, but often is not, so if you are chartering inquire.
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